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Abstract. The Beta-Beam is a concept of large scale facility that aims at providing pure electronic neutrino
and antineutrino beams for the measurement of νe → νµ oscillations. Beta-decaying nuclides are produced
in large amounts in a facility of the scale of EURISOL, and are then post-accelerated and stored at large
γ in a racetrack decay ring. We present here a conceptual design of the accelerator chain of a Beta-Beam
based at CERN.
PACS. 29.20.-c Accelerators – 29.38.Gj Reaccelerated radioactive beams – 29.20.D Cyclic accelerators
and storage rings – 29.20.dk Synchrotrons – 29.20.Ej Linear accelerators – 14.60.Pq Neutrino mass and
mixing
1 Introduction
The Beta-Beam [1] is a concept of large scale facility that
aims at providing pure electronic neutrino and antineu-
trino beams for the measurement of νe → νµ oscillations,
with unprecedented sensitivity for detection of the θ13
mixing angle and CP violating phase. In the scenario pre-
sented in different publications[2–4], a Beta-Beam facility
is considered at CERN making use of the Proton Syn-
chrotron (PS) and Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) to ac-
celerate beams of beta-decaying, neutrino-emitting ions to
a Lorentz gamma of 100. The choice of existing CERN ma-
chines aims merely at a proof of principle and ignores such
issues as the longevity of these accelerators and the time-
sharing of their other tasks. Intense beams of 6He and 18Ne
would be produced using the so-called “isotope-separation
on line” ISOL method in a facility of the scale of EU-
RISOL. The synergy between the two projects was pointed
out in [5]. The task 12 of the EURISOL design study aimed
at producing a conceptual design report for the accelera-
tor chain of a EURISOL/CERN-baseline Beta-Beam facil-
ity (Fig. 1). This document summarizes the achievements
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Fig. 1. Overview of the CERN-baseline Beta-Beam.
made during the time of the study and constitutes the
final conceptual report of the Beta-Beam facility.
For an optimal sensitivity of the Beta-Beam facility to
the θ13 angle and CP violating phase, a total throughput
of 1.1×1019 neutrinos and 2.9×1019 antineutrinos was gen-
erally assumed over a running period of 10 years. In turn, a
“top-down” approach results in the need for production of
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about 3.4×1013 6He radioactive atoms and 1.7×1013 18Ne
atoms per second, with efficiencies along the accelerator
chain as quoted in the next section. Production methods
for 6He and 18Ne were studied in another task of the EU-
RISOL design study[6] whose details lay beyond the scope
of this article. For completeness the outcome of this study
is briefly recalled together with ongoing developments in
section 3.
2 The Beta-Beam database
The flux out of the Beta-Beam facility is determined by
the number of ions that can be produced, by the num-
ber remaining after acceleration and by the total accumu-
lated in the decay ring. A first “bottom-up” analysis of
the ion intensities along the accelerator chain and of the
neutrino and antineutrino flux out of the decay ring was
realized, starting with the rate at which atoms are trans-
ported out of the target [7,8]. It was lately updated and
turned into a “top-down” analysis [9], for which it was as-
sumed that the required 2.9×1018 antineutrinos/year and
1.1×1018 neutrinos/year [3] could be obtained. We recall
here the main arguments which served to the constitution
of the database which can be consulted on-line [10].
A full description of the Beta-Beam can be found in
e.g. [2,4]. Fig. 1 represents the Beta-Beam facility as de-
scribed in these articles.
2.1 Production
In the Beta-Beam baseline it was first assumed that one
could produce and transport 2×1013 6He atoms/s and
8×1011 18Ne atoms/s out of the target with a proton
driver beam current of 100 µA impinging on the target
at 2.2 GeV. These numbers are based on an evaluation of
suitable isotopes and their production rates at ISOL fa-
cilities and have been presented as part of the Beta-Beam
contribution to NuFact02. The full write-up of this pre-
sentation could not be published as part of the proceed-
ings, but it exists as a CERN internal note [2]. During the
course of the study, alternative production methods were
envisaged (see section 3). In the “top-down” analysis it is
now assumed that 6He and 18Ne can be produced in suffi-
cient quantities, which are derived from the required neu-
trinos and antineutrinos throughput of Beta-Beam. These
are presented as a result of this analysis in section 2.7.
2.2 Electron Cyclotron Resonance source
Efficient bunching and stripping of the high intensity beam
are achieved using a high-frequency Electron Cyclotron
Resonance (ECR) source [11]. We assume the efficiency of
such a source to be 50% for 6He in the 2+ charge state and
30% for 18Ne ions in one (e.g., 6+) of several charge states
being extracted. We further assume that the ECR oper-
ates at 10 Hz with an accumulation time of 97.5 ms, that
the source is at a potential of 50 kV relative to the linac,
and that the ions are ejected in 50 µs long bunches with
a physical transverse emittance of about 50 pi.mm.mrad.
2.3 Linac and rapid cycling synchrotron
The linac accelerates the ions to 100 MeV/nucleon, after
which they are multi-turn injected into a rapid cycling
synchrotron (RCS). We assume an injection efficiency of
50%. Both ion species are accelerated to a magnetic rigid-
ity of 14.47 Tm (787 MeV/u for 6He2+ and 1650 MeV/u
for 18Ne10+) in a time dictated by the 10 Hz repetition rate
of the ECR source. Each cycle provides a single bunch.
2.4 PS and SPS acceleration to high energy
The PS waits for 20 shots from the RCS then acceler-
ates the 20 bunches to a magnetic rigidity of 86.7 Tm
(7.8 GeV/u for 6He2+ and 13.5 GeV/u for 18Ne10+). Then
they are transferred to the SPS and accelerated to γ=100
and ejected off momentum into the decay ring for stack-
ing. The cycle time of the SPS is a multiple of the 1.2 s
basic period of the CERN machines. The extra accelera-
tion required for the 6He results in a 6 s cycle compared
with only 3.6 s for 18Ne.
2.5 Decay ring
The 20 incoming bunches are combined with the 20 circu-
lating ones of the stack by an asymmetric merging pro-
cess in the decay ring (see section 8). The number of
times this process can be repeated is constrained by the
1 eV·s longitudinal emittance of each bunch delivered by
the SPS. Simulations for 6He show that such bunches
can be stacked up to 15 times. At given relativistic γ,
the aperture of the decay ring defines a longitudinal ac-
ceptance limit which scales with ion momentum. Conse-
quently, the more advantageous charge-to-mass ratio of
18Ne ions should allow the number of merging steps to fill
the decay ring to be increased by something approaching
a factor of 3 with respect to the stacking procedure es-
tablished for 6He involving 15 merges. However, the sen-
sitivity of the process to phase errors between the two RF
components employed in the merging puts an upper limit
of about 20 on the number of merges that can realistically
be achieved. We therefore assume that the extra accep-
tance available for 18Ne in the upstream PS and SPS is
exploited to stabilize the beam and consider 2 eV·s per
bunch (1 eV·s for 6He) injected into the decay ring, giving
40 eV·s in the stack. The resultant relative momentum
spread of the stack is ±2.5×10−3 at the start of merging
for both ion species and, applying the full 20+20 MV of
the 40+80 MHz RF systems in the decay ring, the du-
ration of each bunch is 5.2 and 4.5 ns for 6He and 18Ne,
respectively. The annual integrated flux of potentially use-
ful neutrinos and antineutrinos emanating from the decay
ring is linearly dependent on the relative length of the
straight section that points towards the detector. This is
taken to be 36% of the decay ring circumference [2].
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Table 1. Ion intensities in the EURISOL baseline scenario.
6He2+ 18Ne10+
RCS injected 8.5 × 1011 2.6 × 1011
RCS ejected 8.3 × 1011 2.6 × 1011
PS accumulated 1.1 × 1013 4.5 × 1012
SPS injected 9.5 × 1012 4.3 × 1012
SPS ejected 9.0 × 1012 4.3 × 1012
Decay Ring injected 1.8 × 1014 8.5 × 1013
Decay Ring accumulated 9.7 × 1013 7.4 × 1013
2.6 Transverse emittance and tune shift
The transverse emittance and tune shift evaluations were
reported in [8,9].
2.7 Results
The above parameters result in the numbers of ions at
each stage of the CERN Beta-Beam facility quoted in Tab.
1. The decay losses are properly accounted for, but the
transfer efficiencies between the different machines are as-
sumed to be 100% except for the multi-turn injection into
the RCS (50 % efficiency). The figures “Decay Ring ac-
cumulated” correspond to 10.7 effective merging steps for
helium and to 17.4 for neon and are based on idealized
stacking but with beta-decay taken into account between
the 15 or 20 shots that fill the machine. Detailed simula-
tions indicate that the stacking efficiency is in excess of
80% of the idealized one in both cases [12,13].
Considering the 10 Hz repetition rate of the ECR source,
the efficiencies quoted above for the ECR source and RCS
injection, and the required numbers for RCS as quoted in
Tab. 1, the required numbers of radioactive atoms effus-
ing from the target to the ion source volume are deduced:
about 3.4×1013 pps for 6He and 1.7×1013 pps for 18Ne.
3 6He and 18Ne production and ionization
methods
At the present stage the production of 18Ne isotopes in
the required amount is still an important issue. We briefly
recall the main outcome of FP6 concerning the production
of 6He and 18Ne isotopes [6] and the alternative tracks
which are pursued in the frame of FP7 [14] or beyond.
3.1 Production of beta-emitters
Since the early exploration of the beta-beam concept, 6He
is believed to be an appropriate beta-emitter as the re-
quired production rate could be achieved making an opti-
mum use of the large cross-section of the 9Be(n,α)6He re-
action below 15 MeV [2]. Neutrons with a suitable energy
spectrum can be produced in large amounts in a spallation
target, the so-called neutron converter. The feasibility of
such converter was studied for a 100 kW impinging beam
of 1 GeV protons from the EURISOL driver [15]. The ge-
ometry of the converter and of the accompanying BeO tar-
get was optimized using MCNPx calculations [17]. These
calculations showed that an in-target yield up to 1014 6He
per second could be achieved by doubling the driver en-
ergy (Tab. 2). On-line tests performed at CERN ISOLDE
in collaboration with the Weizmann institute and GANIL
finally confirmed the appropriateness of such production
method, as unprecedented yields could be obtained with
very short release delays from a comparable converter -
BeO target assembly. As an alternative to the 2 GeV pro-
ton driver, a 40 MeV deuteron driver could possibly be
used, as it is planned for the SARAF and SPIRAL 2 facil-
ities. For these latters, the expected 6He in-target yields
differ from the assumptions made on the neutron converter
and target density [16]. In the case of SARAF the expected
in-target yield approaches the production rate required by
Beta-Beam.
In contrast the 18Ne production is more problematic.
The use of spallation in the reference 100kW EURISOL
directs targets such as MgO results in a production short-
fall of about 2 orders of magnitude compared to the re-
quired rate [6]. Therefore alternative scenarios based on
dedicated low energy drivers and specific reactions mech-
anisms such as 16O(3He,n)18Ne and 19F(p,2n)18Ne have
been studied. Cross section measurements for these re-
actions have been conducted in Louvain-la-Neuve. Tab.
2 presents the beam intensities required to produce 1013
18Ne per s using i) a solid MgO target and integrated
16O(3He,n)18Ne cross-section as measured at Louvain-la-
Neuve [6], and ii) a molten salt target of 19F and 23Na as
presently investigated by ISOLDE [18]. Extensive R&D
work has clearly to be done on the targets for sustaining
such deposited power, and for option i) on the primary
driver whose performances would have to approach the
ones of the driver of the IFMIF project.
Finally, alternative beta-emitters of 8B and 8Li have
been proposed as those could possibly be produced in
copious amounts using the concept of ionization cooling
ring [19]. The production methods of these two isotopes
are within the focus of the EUROnu Design study [14].
The superior Q-values could additionally bring a bene-
fit in sensitivity for the oscillation observations. However
these isotopes present important issues as stated in [20],
mainly because their chemical properties make them less
favourable than the 6He and 18Ne noble gases for the re-
lease and ionization processes following in-target produc-
tion. With these isotopes even more than with 6He and
18Ne, an extensive R&D program has to be pursued to op-
timize the different processes which lead to the ionization
and bunching in the Beta-Beam ECR ion source. Follow-
ing this guideline, tests of different catcher systems for 8B
and 8Li are being undertaken at Louvain-la-Neuve.
3.2 Ionization and bunching
The Beta-Beam ECR ion source should perform the multi-
ionization and bunching of the 6He / 18Ne or 8Li / 8B ions
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Table 2. Envisaged production methods for 6He and 18Ne.
Isotope Primary beam and target Reaction In-target yield
6He 2GeV p (200kW) on a neutron converter surrounding a BeO target [17] 9Be(n,a)6He 1×1014/s
18Ne 60 cm diameter target MgO 1.8 MW 3He beam (21 MeV, 83 mA) [6] 16O(3He,n)18Ne 1013/s
18Ne Molten salt target of NaF 960kW p beam (160 MeV, 6 mA) [18] 19F(p,2n)18Ne 1013/s
Table 3. Beta-Beam requirements for the post-accelerating
LINAC.
β-BEAM LINAC BENCHMARK
mass to charge ratio A/q <3
duty cycle 0.05%
beam current ≤13 mA
input energy Win 8 keV/u
output energy Wout 100 MeV/u
input emittance in,rms,normalized 0.2 pi·mm·mrad
into 10 Hz 50 µs pulses, in order to match the repetition
rate and acceptance of the multi-turn injection of the rapid
cycling synchrotron (see section 2). For producing such
short and intense pulses, LPSC Grenoble is developing a
60 GHz ion source which should make use of the preglow
effect for fast ionization [11]. The first prototype which
was originally designed within the task 9 of the EURISOL
Design Study has been built and is now commissioned for
future tests at LNCMI Grenoble [21] in the frame of the
EUROnu Design Study.
4 Post-accelerating LINAC
It was originally believed that the design of the EURISOL
post-accelerator could be replicated for the injector into
the Rapid Cycling Synchrotron of the Beta-Beam facility.
It turned out in the middle of the study that the supercon-
ducting LINAC of EURISOL would not be suited to the
post-acceleration of the intense pulses of 6He and 18Ne.
For this reason, a separate study was done by IAP Frank-
furt for delivering specifications of a normal-conducting
LINAC that would fulfill the Beta-Beam requirements (Tab.
3). Due to the low duty cycle of 0.05% and the high pulse
beam current up to 13 mA as required by Beta-Beam,
the use of normal conducting NC-RF-structures instead
of superconducting cavities even up to the intended fi-
nal energy of 100 MeV/u seems more favorable. Even at
accelerating gradients between 3 and 6 MV/m the ther-
mal load on the cavities is very moderate. For the desired
maximum mass to charge ratio of A/q = 3 an operating
frequency of 175 MHz at energies up to 10 MeV/u is well
adapted, which then would be changed to 352 MHz for
further acceleration [22].
4.1 Radio-Frequency Quadrupole design
First accelerating stage behind the ECR ion source would
be a 4-rod-type Radio-Frequency Quadrupole (RFQ) [22].
Table 4. A possible NC-RFQ concept for β-beam application.
MAIN RFQ PARAMETERS
length l 275 cm
frequency f0 176 MHz
mass to charge ratio A/q ≤3
input energy Win 8 keV/u
output energy Wout 1 MeV/u
max. electrode voltage at A/q = 3 V el 95 kV
input emittance in,rms,normalized 0.2 pi·mm·mrad
transmission T (=50 mA) >90%
max. pulsed power consumption Pf 350 kW
This resonator type has proven its reliability at many
instances and is well suited for this field of application
here. The 4-rod type provides very comfortable rf-tuning
possibilities compared to other resonator structures like
IH- or four vane type RFQs. The frequency tuning dur-
ing operation is accomplished by an inductively operating
tuning plunger, which has an only marginal effect on the
rf-efficiency of the device. Some preliminary design cal-
culations have been executed; main RFQ parameters are
listed in Tab. 4. The transition energy between RFQ and
Drift Tube Linac (DTL) has been chosen to be 1 MeV/u,
which can be adapted to DTL requirements during fur-
ther optimization procedures. The RFQ design provides
transmission above 90% even with beam currents up to
50 mA.
The 4-rod structure is basically a chain of strong cou-
pled l/4 resonators oscillating in fundamental 0-mode (Fig.
2). One resonating ground cell is accomplished by two
neighbouring stems mounted on a ground plate forming
a short circuit and a capacitive load represented by the
electrodes. Frequency and field tuning can easily be done
by adjusting additional movable tuning plates. The ther-
mal situation is with 175 W thermal load very relaxed, no
extensive cooling system is required.
4.2 DTL design
Possible candidates for NC-DTLs are H-mode cavities (IH-
, CH-DTL). In general, H-mode cavities have high shunt
impedance. IH-structures are operated in the low energy
regime between 0.1 MeV/u and 10 MeV/u with RF fre-
quencies between 36 and 250 MHz. The IH-DTL structure
has no competitor with respect to RF efficiency. The first
DTL part could consist of three IH-structures operated at
176 MHz. The input energy is 1 MeV/u and the output
energy 8 MeV/u. The total voltage gain is 22 MV with a
length of about 7 m. The total required power per cavity
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Fig. 2. Scheme of the 4-rod-RFQ on the left and - as an exam-
ple - the SARAF 176 MHz 4-rod RFQ built by NTG Company
on the right.
Fig. 3. A 217 MHz medicine IH-DTL and the 350 MHz CH-
prototype cavity for GSI.
Fig. 4. Schematic layout of an IH/CH-DTL for the production
of b-beams.
including the beam loading is between 600 and 750 kW.
The following DTL section from 8 MeV/u to 100 MeV/u
could consist of NC-CH cavities. CH-cavities are oper-
ated in the H21 mode. The CH-section would be operated
at 352 MHz. For this frequency cost-efficient klystrons in
the MW range are available. To cover the voltage gain of
276 MV about 46 CH structures are necessary. The effec-
tive voltage per cavity varies between 5 and 7 MV. The
total power per cavity is kept below 1 MW including the
beam loading. The length of the CH-DTL is about 100 m.
Fig. 3 shows a prototype of a NC-CH cavity which is being
developed for the new proton injector for FAIR [23]. This
70 MeV, 70 mA p-linac will use 11 NC-CH structures. Fig.
4 shows the schematic layout of a possible H-mode linac
for β-beam applications. The total length is about 110 m.
This corresponds to a real estate gradient of 2.73 MV/m.
5 Accumulation Ring
The possibility to use an accumulation ring using electron
cooling between the LINAC and the RCS was studied as
Fig. 5. Schematic layout of an accumulator ring with two 16 m
long straight sections and room for a 14 m electron cooler.
Fig. 6. Lattice functions for a quarter of the cooler ring. The
electron cooler would be in the right part of the diagram.
a non-baseline option. Its layout is shown on Fig. 5 and
its lattice functions on Fig. 6. It includes a long section
with large β-functions for fast electron cooling, as:
1/cooling time ' 1/Θ3 ' (β/)1.5 (1)
with Θ the angle between the electrons and the ions.
The electron cooling over repetition times of 100 ms
has been shown to be feasible for 18Ne10+ as long as x
is less than 65 pi.mm.mrad, as can be seen in Fig. 3. In
the simulations the following parameters were assumed for
the electron cooler: 2.5 A electron current, 29 mm electron
beam radius and a 0.1 T longitudinal magnetic field. Ap-
plying such electron cooling for 6He2+ seems more prob-
lematic because of the longer time needed for transverse
emittance cooling (cooling rate ' Q1.7/A [24]).
Such accumulator ring could make beneficial use of the
ramping time of the PS for accumulating 18Ne10+ ions,
which lost in the case of the baseline scenario (see Fig. 8).
This way it would permit a more flexible mode of oper-
ation where bunches could be stored at injection energy
in the SPS rather than in the PS (as shown in Fig. 8) for
limiting decay losses.
Assuming that 10 bunches are stored within the SPS,
an optimum of 23 ECR bunches accumulated in the ring
has been found for optimizing the throughput of Beta-
Beam for neutrinos arising from the decay of 18Ne (Fig.
9). In such conditions, the 18Ne in-target yield required
for achieving the annual rate of 1018 neutrinos would be
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Fig. 7. Simulation of horizontal, vertical, and longitudinal
profiles of an 18Ne10+ beam before (above) and after (be-
low) 0.1 s cooling. Initially all ions have the same emittances,
x=65 pi.mm.mrad and y=30 pi·mm·mrad. Intrabeam scatter-
ing is not included so after cooling the central peak becomes
unrealistically high.
Production
PS
SPS
Decay 
ring
Ramp time 
PS
Time (s)0 3.6
Wasted time
Ramp 
time SPS
Reset 
time SPS
Fig. 8. A complete cycle for the baseline Beta-Beam com-
plex consists of injection into the PS, storage of bunches at PS
injection energy, acceleration in the PS and SPS and finally
injection into the decay ring.
reduced by a factor of 4 compared to the baseline scenario.
6 Design of the Rapid Cycling Synchrotron
A preliminary design of the RCS was presented in [25].
It was further developed and detailed in two conceptual
design reports [26,27], whose main elements are recalled
here. In addition, dedicated radiation protection and dy-
namic vacuum studies were performed and are reported
here.
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Fig. 9. The annual rate of neutrinos along one straight section
of the decay ring as a function of the number of pulses from
the linac that are accumulated in the accumulator ring. A total
of 10 bunches from the accumulator ring is stored in the SPS
before further acceleration and injection into the decay ring.
The discontinuities in the curve are due to a requirement that
the PS and SPS cycle time must be a multiple of 1.2 seconds.
Table 5. Main parameters of the ring.
Circumference 251.32 m
Superperiodicity 3
Physical radius 40 m
Injection energy 100 MeV/u
Maximum magnetic rigidity 14.47 T·m
Repetition rate 10 Hz
Number of dipoles 60
Number of quadrupoles 48
6.1 RCS general parameters
The RCS accelerates He and Ne ion beams from 100MeV/u
to a maximum magnetic rigidity of 14.47 T·m (that is
the rigidity of 3.5 GeV protons, 787 MeV/u for 6He2+
and 1.65 GeV/u for 18Ne10+) with a repetition rate of 10
Hz. The threefold symmetry lattice proposed is based on
FODO cells with missing magnets providing three achro-
matic arcs and three sufficiently long straight sections for
accommodating the injection system, the high energy fast
extraction system and the accelerating cavities. Accord-
ing to the first design, the number of dipoles has been
increased to obtain a transition energy allowing acceler-
ation of protons up to 3.5 GeV. These latters have been
split into two parts separated by a drift space for insert-
ing absorbers to intercept the decay products. Finally the
physical radius has been adjusted to 40 m in order to facil-
itate the synchronization between the CERN PS and the
RCS and therefore the transfer of bunches from one ring
to the other. As a consequence, the ring is composed of 60
short dipoles and 48 quadrupoles. A schematic view of the
RCS layout is shown in Fig. 10 and the main parameters
are summarized in Tab. 5.
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Fig. 10. Schematic layout of the RCS
Fig. 11. Optical functions for one superperiod.
6.2 Optical design
The RCS is partitioned into 24 FODO cells, 6 in arcs and
2 in a straight section. The betatron phase advance per
cell (i.e quadrupole strength) and the length of the 2 sec-
tions without dipoles in the arcs have been adjusted so as
to cancel the dispersion function in long straight sections
and to obtain, with only two quadrupoles families, a work-
ing point located in a region of the tune diagram which
is free of systematic resonances up to the fourth order.
Lattices function of one period calculated with BETA [28]
are shown in Fig. 11. Dipoles are only 1.4m long in order
to obtain a maximum magnetic field of 1.08T and there-
fore to avoid a large ramping rate for the 10 Hz operation.
Quadrupoles have a length of 0.4 m and a maximum gradi-
ent of less than 11 T/m. The diluted transverse emittances
in the RCS after multi-turn injection are calculated from
the emittances required in the PS at the transfer energy
with a possible blow-up of 20 %
x-x', Horizontal phase space z-z', vertical phase space
-0.0650 0.0650
0.0149 0.0127
-0.0127
-0.06500.0650
-0.0149
z'(mrad)
z(m)x(m)
x'(mrad)
Fig. 12. Phase space distributions of the multi-turn injected
beam (left : horizontal plane, right : vertical plane).
6.3 Injection
It is assumed that the ion source delivers a beam pulse
of 50 µs. The revolution period of ions at 100 MeV/u
being 1.96 µs, the injection process takes place over sev-
eral (26) turns in the machine and is therefore referred to
as multi-turn injection. Ions are injected into one of the
long straight section by means of an electrostatic septum
and at least 2 pulsed kickers producing a local closed orbit
bump which places the distorted orbit near the septum for
the first injected turn and which moves it away from the
septum on subsequent turns until it has collapsed. The
aim of the injection process is to maximise the number
of injected ions within the specified transverse emittance.
Optimum filling in the horizontal phase space is achieved
when incoming ions are injected with a position and a
slope which minimize their Courant and Snyder invariant.
In the vertical phase space the dilution is obtained by a
betatron function mismatch and a beam position offset.
Fig. 12 shows the diluted emittances in transverse phase
spaces after multiturn injection, obtained with the Winag-
ile code. We obtain an injection efficiency of 80% after op-
timization. This latter is higher than what was supposed
for the database (50 %, see section 2).
6.4 Acceleration
The Programs for RF voltage and synchronous phase are
determined by the following requirements:
1. In order to maintain the central trajectory on the ref-
erence orbit, the energy gain per turn must be related
to the variation of the magnetic field.
2. The voltage must provide a sufficient bucket area to
enclose all the longitudinal emittance.
3. The trapping process must be optimized to minimize
the beam losses.
4. At extraction the bunch must be matched to the bucket
of the next machine.
After injection the circulating beam is continuous and
occupies a rectangle in the longitudinal phase space. To
capture the injected beam, one stationary bucket is cre-
ated. During trapping, the magnetic field is clamped at
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Fig. 13. Synchronous phase and voltage evolution during cycle
for 6He ions.
its minimum value for a period of a few ms and the syn-
chronous phase is zero. The RF voltage is optimized to
obtain a beam rotation of about 90◦ and a momentum
spread as small as possible before the acceleration phase.
When the magnetic field starts to ramp, the synchro-
nous phase is shifted and the beam is accelerated. The
program of the rise of the RF voltage and the synchronous
phase variation are defined to obtain a sufficiently large
bucket area and to minimize losses. Finally, at the end of
the cycle, the bunch is manipulated so as to be matched
to one of the PS RF buckets. The RF cycle has been sim-
ulated and optimized with the ACCSIM code developed
at TRIUMF [29]. Fig. 13 shows the variation of the syn-
chronous phase and voltage during cycle for He ions.
6.5 Other beam optics aspects
Several beam dynamics studies have been investigated in
order to assess the feasibility of the RCS, in addition to
the results presented here. Unavoidable magnets misalign-
ments and dipole field errors can affect the RCS closed
orbit. Distortions to be expected have been statistically
estimated assuming standard error tolerances and a cor-
rection system has been defined. In fast ramping machines
such as the Beta-Beam RCS, eddy currents induced in
metallic vacuum chamber walls by the time varying mag-
netic field produce various field components acting on the
Table 6. Beam parameters used with StrahlSim.
Parameter Value for 6He2+ Value for 18Ne10+
Energy
(Injection)
100MeV/u 100MeV/u
Mag. Rigidity
(Injection)
4.45Tm 2.660 Tm
Energy
(Ejection)
787MeV/u 1650MeV/u
Mag. Rigidity
(Ejection)
14.49 Tm 14.46 Tm
Ramping Rate 24T/s 21.27 T/s
Cycle Time 0.1 s 0.1 s
Cycle Frequency 10Hz 10Hz
Losses at
Injection
20% 20%
Emittance
(horizontal)
72.4mmmrad 72.32mmmrad
Emittance
(vertical)
38.8mmmrad 38.68mmmrad
Injected
Ions/Cycle
8.53 × 1011 1.5× 1011
beam. In dipoles vacuum chambers, one important compo-
nent is a sextupole which modifies the natural chromatic-
ity of the ring. The associated effects have been estimated
and it has been shown that they could be compensated for
so that they do not pose problems from the point of view
of beam dynamics. Finally, after injection , ions beams are
extracted in a single turn and directed towards the CERN
PS. A fast extraction system consisting of fast kickers and
septum magnets has been defined to produce the deflec-
tion angle required to eject the beam from the ring. All the
beam dynamics studies made on the RCS have shown that
there are no showstoppers on this ring. It can be realized
with the present technology.
6.6 Vacuum System Requirements for the RCS
The parameters used for the simulations of the dynamic
pressure are listed in Tab. 6 and Tab. 7. The data in Tab.
6 were taken from [10].
The loss distribution for both 6He2+ and 18Ne10+ ions
are shown in Fig. 14 . The losses are dominated by radioac-
tive decay. Losses due to charge exchange are negligible,
as the cross sections for electron capture are very small.
The 6He2+ ions which decay within the straight sections
hit the vacuum chamber within the first and second dipole
doublet. Due to their higher magnetic rigidity the decayed
18Ne10+ ions hit the chamber between the first and second
dipole doublet and the corresponding quadrupole mag-
nets, while some ions hit the magnets themselves.
The transmission is almost independent of the pump-
ing speed and the residual gas pressure. This is due to
the low cross sections for electron capture. Beam losses at
injection are crucial for the transmission. Fig. 15 shows
the number of particles in the RCS ring and the accumu-
lation of particles in the PS. This calculation assumes a
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Table 7. Vacuum parameters used with StrahlSim.
Parameter Value
Typical Aperture (horizontal) 10mm
Typical Aperture (vertical) 8mm
Volume of Beam Pipe 1.58m3
Static Residual Gas Pressure 1× 10−9 mbar
Effective Pumping Speed see text
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Fig. 14. Loss distribution for 6He2+ → 6Li3+ (top) and
18Ne10+ → 18F9+ (bottom) at injection energy. Dipole mag-
nets are shown in light blue, quadrupole magnets in red and
blue.
beam loss at injection of 20 %. This assumption leads to
6.58×1011 ejected 6He2+ ions and 2.07×1011 18Ne10+ ions
per cycle. The number of accumulated particles within
the PS after 20 injections from the RCS considering on-
going decay is about 8.12×1012 for 6He2+ and 3.39×1012
for 18Ne10+. This is less than the designated numbers of
1.1×1013 and 4.51×1012 for 6He2+ and 18Ne10+ respec-
tively.
One possibility to increase the number of particles ac-
cumulated within the PS is to reduce the losses at in-
jection. Fig. 16 shows the dependence of the number of
ejected particles on the losses at injection. In order to
eject more than 8×1011 6He2+ ions or 2.5×1011 18Ne10+
ions per cycle one has to reduce the losses to about 3 %.
In the following, the required pumping speed of the
vacuum system in order to maintain a residual gas pres-
sure below 1×10−8 mbar is investigated. Fig. 17 shows the
pressure within the RCS over 20 cycles for effective pump-
ing speeds varying between 2 and 10 m3/s. Using 18Ne10+
as projectile ion the pressure stays below 1×10−8 mbar
for pumping speeds greater than 2 m3/s, reaching a maxi-
mum for Seff=5 m
3/s of about 6.5×10−9 mbar. The situ-
ation for 6He2+ is different. For pumping speeds less than
10 m3/s the pressure goes up exceeding the 1×10−8 mbar
limit. This is due to beam losses at injection. The pump-
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Fig. 15. Number of particles over twenty cycles for 6He2+
(left) and 18Ne10+ (right). The blue line shows the accumula-
tion of the particles within the PS.
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3/s for
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ing speed is not sufficient to remove enough of the gas
desorbed at injection before the next cycle starts.
As it is desirable to have a conventional pumping sys-
tem installed in the RCS, the best way to work around
this problem would be to reduce the beam losses at in-
jection. If it is possible to reduce the losses to about 10%
an effective pumping speed of 5 m3/s would be sufficient
to stay below the 1×10−8 mbar limit. This is visualized
in Fig. 18. If the injection losses cannot be reduced one
has to consider an increase of the pumping speeds for ex-
ample by applying NEG-coating to a part of the vacuum
chamber. This analysis was done for 6He2+ only, since
the pressure evolution for 18Ne10+ is not critical. Because
most beam losses occur within or close to the dipole mag-
nets, it is best to apply an eventually needed NEG-coating
to these. Fig. 19 shows the pressure in case of NEG-coated
dipole chambers for 6He2+. The number of NEG-coated
dipole chambers was varied between 8 and 20 per arc.
For all calculations the maximum residual gas pressure is
5×10−9 mbar, while the effective pumping speed due to
the NEG ranges from about 310 to 650 m3/s for 8 and 20
coated dipoles respectively.
Of course one has to consider an ongoing saturation ef-
fect, which reduces the pumping speed of the NEG coating
over time. If NEG-coating is needed all dipole magnets
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Fig. 17. Pressure evolution over 20 cycles for different effective
pumping speeds (2 to 10 m3/s) for 6He2+ (left) and 18Ne10+
(right).
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Fig. 18. Pressure evolution for different losses at injection
ranging from 2.5 to 20 %. The pumping speed for the calcula-
tions is Seff=5 m
3/s.
should be treated with NEG to ensure a stable residual
pressure over the whole operation time. It is important to
remark that only beam losses inside the RCS ring are rele-
vant for the calculation of the pressure bump at injection.
In this sense a beam loss of 20% means that all particles
are lost inside the machine. Losses outside the machine,
e.g. inside a drift line just before injection do not con-
tribute to the pressure rise and must be subtracted. In
general it is hard to distinguish these two effects.
The beam losses and their effects on the residual gas
pressure have been investigated using the program
StrahlSim. Concerning the required effective pumping speed,
5 m3/s is sufficient to stay below 1×10−8 mbar when us-
ing 18Ne10+ as the projectile ion. The maximum pressure
for this scenario is 6.51×10−9 mbar. In case of 6He2+ an
effective pumping speed of 5 m3/s would not be enough
if there are 20% beam losses at injection inside the RCS
ring. Reducing the beam losses by a factor of two and
therefore reducing the pressure bump induced by desorbed
gases, would lead to a maximum pressure slightly below
the 1×10−8 mbar limit.
If the losses at injection cannot be reduced, an effective
pumping speed of more than 10 m3/s would be needed.
This is to our best knowledge not achievable by using con-
ventional pumping techniques. If such a pumping speed is
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Fig. 19. Pressure evolution with NEG-coated dipole cham-
bers. The projectile ion is 6He2+ and the pumping speed is
Seff=5 m
3/s. The number of NEG-coated dipole doublets per
arc was altered in the range from 4 to 10 for the different lines.
Fig. 20. Layout of the RCS. The different kinds of losses and
their locations in the ring are shown.
required one has to consider applying a NEG-coating to
the vacuum chambers of the dipole magnets. It was shown
that NEG-coating leads to a maximum residual gas pres-
sure of 5×10−9 mbar.
6.7 RCS radiation protection studies
Detailed radiation protection studies were realized accord-
ing to the different loss mechanisms within the RCS. They
permitted to define the shielding required by the machine
operation, the classification of the area and eventual limits
on the release of airborne activity.
Beam losses can be divided into injection, decay and
RF capture-acceleration losses. At injection 30% of the
beam is lost on the septum. Decay losses are uniformly dis-
tributed in the dipoles and in the short straight sections
in the arcs during all the magnetic cycle. RF capture-
acceleration losses are point losses that occur in the fami-
lies of quadrupoles in the arcs as indicated in Fig. 20 (QP).
All the percentages of beam lost in the RCS are summa-
rized in Tab. 8: they are given for 3 energies in the machine
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Table 8. Beam loss percentages for 6He (18Ne).
Energy
(MeV/u)
Injection Decay RF capture -
acceleration
100 30% 0.10 (0.45) % 5.70 (9.40) %
400 (640) - 0.80 (0.20) % 2.85 (8.50) %
787 (1650) - 1.80 (0.70) % 4.75 (5.05) %
Fig. 21. Annual effective dose to the reference population:
contributions from the main radionuclides.
energy range. For injection loss percentages are referred to
the incoming beam, for decay and RF-acceleration losses
to the circulating beam.
The areas around the RCS tunnel will probably be
classified as supervised radiation areas during operation,
with a dose rate constraint of 3 µSv·h−1: the respect of this
value would require concrete shielding thicknesses ranging
from 3 to 5 m, depending on the position in the tunnel.
In these places where different kinds of losses occur, the
thickness imposed by the dominating mechanism was con-
sidered.
In the released airborne activity study a constant rate
of 10000 m3·h−1 was chosen for the ventilation system
in the RCS tunnel. In this condition, the effective dose
given to the reference population in one year of opera-
tion was estimated to be in the order of 0.7 µSv for the
worst ion, i.e. 18Ne. It is well below the reference value
for CERN emission and could be further decreased en-
larging the ventilation outlet dimensions. Fig. 21 presents
the contributions of the main radionuclides to the annual
effective dose.
For the inhalation dose to workers that could access
the tunnel during shutdown periods a conservative as-
sumption was made: the ventilation system is not oper-
ating. The intervention time depends on dose rates and
on whether or not the ventilation system is on. For a 1-
hour intervention the integrated dose does not exceed the
constraints, much less than 1 µSv even without waiting
time (see Tab. 9). Furthermore, if the ventilation system
is working a waiting time before access of nearly 20 min-
utes is enough to completely change the air in the tunnel.
Dose rates from material activation were calculated
for a 3-month continuous operation and 3 different wait-
Table 9. Inhalation dose to workers for various irradiation
times tirr and waiting times twait.tint is the intervention time.
tirr twait tint Inhalation
Dose (µSv)
24 hours 0 1 hour 1.41E-01
24 hours 1 hour 1 hour 6.48E-02
1 week 0 1 hour 2.56E-01
1 week 1 hour 1 hour 1.80E-01
3 months 1 hour 1 hour 9.30E-01
Fig. 22. Residual dose rates for a 3-month irradiation and 1-
week waiting times for septum, quadrupoles and dipoles in the
arcs for 6He ions. Left: top view. Right: front view.
ing times of 1 hour, 1 day and 1 week (Fig. 22). The re-
sults show that, according to CERN area classification,
the RCS tunnel is likely to be classified as a limited stay
area, accessible 1 week after the shutdown. The doses do
not decrease much after 1 week because the residual ra-
dionuclides that mostly contribute to the total dose have
half-lives longer than 1 week. The high activation of the
machine elements that remains after 1 week may require
a remote handling system for the maintenance.
7 Ion acceleration scenarios in PS and SPS
Ion acceleration in the PS and SPS is a routine operation
since many years. Different ion types from light ions such
as sulfur up to heavy ions such as lead have been acceler-
ated. We summarize here the results of the study realized
within FP6 for the acceleration of the Beta-Beam nuclides
6He and 18Ne [30], together with dynamics vacuum and
radiation protection studies.
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Fig. 24. Relative helium intensity along the bunch train in
the PS.
7.1 PS - RF considerations
Since the beta-decay lifetime at injection in the PS is
much longer than the cycle time of the RCS, it pays to
operate the PS at the RF harmonic consistent with the
10 MHz upper frequency limit of the accelerating cavi-
ties and to transfer the maximum number of batches from
the RCS. Thus, the PS harmonic of choice becomes h=21
and 20 bunches are accumulated one by one leaving one
RF bucket empty to accommodate the extraction kicker
risetime.
Fig. 23 shows how beta-decay diminishes the number
of helium ions accumulated on the PS injection plateau.
Fig. 24 shows the corresponding relative intensity along
the bunch train. As little as 40% of the first helium bunch
remains when the last one arrives.
The situation is better in the neon case due to its
longer half-life and more advantageous charge-to-mass ra-
tio, but the PS extraction kicker gap must still be estab-
lished at a different position within the bunch train from
batch to batch in order to even out the bunches that are
ultimately stored in the decay ring.
The longitudinal emittance that the PS must deliver is
0.80 eV·s in the case of helium ions and 1.8 eV·s for neon.
This implies matching voltages of '30 kV and '10 kV,
respectively, in order to provide the requisite bunch length
of 20 ns at ejection. No bunch shortening gymnastics are
required due to the addition of a 40 MHz RF system in
the receiving SPS (see section 7.4).
Table 10. Beam parameters used with StrahlSim.
Parameter Value for 6He2+ Value for 18Ne10+
Energy
(Injection)
787MeV/u 1650MeV/u
Mag. Rigidity
(Injection)
14.49 Tm 14.46 Tm
Energy
(Ejection)
7780MeV/u 13.5GeV/u
Mag. Rigidity
(Ejection)
86.93 Tm 86.47 Tm
Ramping Rate 1.271 T/s 1.263 T/s
Cycle Time 3.6 s 3.6 s
Cycle Frequency 0.278 Hz 0.278 Hz
Losses at
Injection
0% 0%
Emittance
(horizontal)
26.58mmmrad 15.92mmmrad
Emittance
(vertical)
14.19mmmrad 8.52mmmrad
Injected
Ions/Cycle
8.29 × 1011 2.59 × 1011
Table 11. Vacuum parameters used with StrahlSim.
Parameter Value
Typical Aperture (horizontal) 14.6 mm
Typical Aperture (vertical) 8.6mm
Volume of Beam Pipe 6.2m3
Static Residual Gas Pressure 1× 10−9 mbar
Effective Pumping Speed 11.5m3/s
7.2 Vacuum System Requirements for the PS
The parameters used for the simulations of the dynamic
pressure are listed in Tab. 10 and Tab. 11. The data in
Tab. 10 were taken from [10].
The loss distributions for both 6He2+ and 18Ne10+ ions
are shown in Fig. 25 for one section of the PS. The losses
are dominated by radioactive decay. Losses due to charge
exchange are negligible, as the cross sections for electron
capture are very small. For both 6He2+ and 18Ne10+ the
losses are spread over the whole ring.
The transmission was checked by using an ideal cycle
assuming the maximum number of particles coming from
the RCS. The numbers were taken from [10]. A graphical
representation is given in Fig. 26.
For 6He2+ there are 20 injections from the RCS with
8.29×1011 ions per injection, which accumulates to
1.06×1013 particles before the acceleration starts. This
leads to 9.37×1012 ejected ions. This number is close to
the desired number of 9.53×1012. For 18Ne10+ there are 20
injections with 2.59×1011 particles each. The number of
accumulated particles is 4.51×1012. Given these numbers
there were 4.29×1012 particles ejected. This is again very
close to the desired number of 4.31×1012.
The effective pumping speed is essential for the simu-
lation with StrahlSim to get a reliable pressure evolution.
The effective pumping speed used in the simulations was
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Fig. 25. Loss distribution for 6He2+ → 6Li3+ (top) and
18Ne10+→ 18F9+ (bottom) at injection energy. The combined
function magnets are shown in light blue/magenta.
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Fig. 26. Number of particles over one cycle for 6He2+ and
18Ne10+.
estimated as follows. There are 147 vacuum pumps along
the PS ring, which were assumed to be equally distributed.
Together with the given total pumping speed of 38 m3/s,
StrahlSim calculates an effective pumping speed of about
11.5 m3/s.
The pressure evolution over one and five cycles for
6He2+ and 18Ne10+ is shown in Fig. 27. The pressure stays
well below 1×10−8 mbar for both 6He2+ and 18Ne10+
when a pumping speed of 11.5 m3/s is assumed. The
maximum pressure is 5.8×10−9 mbar and 3.2×10−9 mbar
for 6He2+ and 18Ne10+ respectively. The minimum ef-
fective pumping speed required in order to stay below
1×10−8 mbar was estimated to be about 9 m3/s (dashed
lines in Fig. 27). If the pumping speed is less and 6He2+
is used as the projectile ion, the pressure limit will be
exceeded. Operating the PS with 18Ne10+ the minimum
pumping speed is about 7 m3/s.
The beam losses and their effects on the residual gas
pressure have been investigated using the program
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Fig. 27. Pressure over one and five cycles for different effective
pumping speeds (11.5 and 9.0 m3/s) for 6He2+ and 18Ne10+.
StrahlSim. At an accelerator operation with 6He2+ and
18Ne10+ as projectile ions an effective pumping speed of
11.5 m3/s in the PS ring is sufficient. This pumping speed
is delivered by the existing vacuum system of the PS. The
minimum effective pumping speeds needed for a stable op-
eration were estimated to be 9 m3/s and 7 m3/s for 6He2+
and 18Ne10+ respectively.
7.3 PS radiation protection studies
A preliminary study has focused on two radiation protec-
tion aspects related to the operation of PS as part of a
Beta-Beam facility, namely the induced radioactivity in
the magnets and the air activation. A complete study
would also include an analysis of the existing shielding
(in particular with respect to those points, like the PS
bridge, where the shielding is relatively thin), the predic-
tion of induced radioactivity in hot components like sep-
tum magnets and the activation of the cooling water of the
magnets. At this stage it is not possible to perform such
a detailed study because of the lack of information on the
operation conditions and on the exact particle loss dis-
tribution. Nevertheless, during this study it was possible
to assess the impact that the Beta-Beam operation would
have on the radiation level expected during maintenance
and on the release of radioactivity to the environment.
At the beginning of the annual shutdown period in
2008, radiation survey measurements of ambient dose equiv-
alent rate were performed to gain information about the
present radiation levels in the CERN PS [31]. The survey
measurements are done at 40 cm distance from the ob-
ject of concern, usually the vacuum chamber. The average
dose rate along the PS ring is about 250 µSv·h−1, with
40% of the measured points below 100 µSv·h−1 and only
5% above 1 mSv·h−1.
FLUKA [32,33] simulations with 3-month continuous
irradiation of 6Li and 18F and 1-week waiting (Fig. 28)
show that the dose rate at 40 cm distance from a PS mag-
net would range between 60 µSv·h−1 and 2 mSv·h−1 which
is relatively high compared to the present level of induced
radioactivity. This indicates that the tunnel would remain
accessible with limited stay during maintenance – as long
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Fig. 28. From top to bottom: ambient dose equivalent rate
after 3 month irradiation followed by 1 day and 1 week waiting
time. Left: 6He case. Right: 18Ne case.
Table 12. Contributions to the effective dose from the main
radionuclides (µSv per year).
6He 18Ne
13N 0.171 0.156
15O 0.078 0.073
11C 0.078 0.074
14O 0.011 0.010
41Ar 0.020 0.020
as the maintenance operations are well planned and opti-
mized in order to reduce doses to workers. These values
also suggest that there might be magnets whose levels of
induced radioactivity require remote handling. This even-
tuality can only be confirmed or ruled out by a detailed
study with precise and realistic scenarios of beam losses
and with the implementation of the exact material com-
position (including traces).
The effective dose given to the reference population in
a 1-year operation of the PS, due to the air release in the
environment, is 0.37 µSv for the He-operation and 0.35
µSv for the Ne-operation. Tab. 12 shows the contribution
of the main radionuclides to the effective dose. As the total
effective dose given to the population by all CERN instal-
lations must not exceed 10 µSv, the contribution from the
PS only is within this value.
7.4 SPS - RF simulations
Rather than consider another new machine, the space
charge bottleneck at SPS injection has been addressed by
adding a “modest” 40 MHz RF system to the existing in-
frastructure. This would allow much longer bunches to be
transferred from the PS, the matching voltage for 20 ns
bunches being '120 kV and '5 kV for helium and neon,
2 4 6 8
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0.8
0.9
1.1
1.2
Fig. 29. Ratio of 40 MHz bunch length to 200 MHz bucket
length versus 200 MHz voltage for helium ions at γ=19, 20, 21,
22 (from top to bottom) and a ramp rate of 0.02 T/s in the
SPS.
respectively. Then, near transition when the bunches are
short enough, the standard 200 MHz system of the SPS
would take over for the bulk of the acceleration. Concep-
tually this is fine, but the baton must be passed between
buckets of very different aspect ratio so mismatching the
bunches is unavoidable.
1 MV at 40 MHz is at the limit of what might be con-
sidered as “modest” and constrains the maximum ramp
rate to around 0.1 T/s in the early part of the cycle. Even
so, the ramp rate must be slowed down still further for the
rebucketing because even a small ramp rate reduces the
200 MHz bucket length and buying this back with volt-
age is costly in terms of mismatch. Assuming a ramp rate
of 0.02 T/s and that the emittance the SPS is supposed
to deliver is already established before transition, Fig. 29
shows how proximity to transition (γtr=23) reduces the
200 MHz voltage that is required to accommodate the
bunch length accelerated in the proposed new 40 MHz
bucket. Performing RF gymnastics close to transition is
bound to be a delicate matter, but it incurs no penalty
in mismatch because the aspect ratios of the two buckets
scale identically with γ.
Fig. 30 and Fig. 31 show ESME simulations of rebuck-
eting at γ=21.5 from 1 MV at 40 MHz to 1.75 MV at
200 MHz for helium ions. The bunch is mismatched at
200 MHz, but one quarter of a synchrotron period later
(Fig. 32) it can be rematched by a step in voltage to
7.9 MV (Fig. 33). Thereafter, the ramp rate can be in-
creased and acceleration can proceed normally.
Despite a larger emittance, the situation is easier in the
neon case due to its advantageous charge-to-mass ratio.
Although rebucketing must still be performed at the same
miniscule ramp rate of 0.02 T/s, proximity to transition
can be decreased to γ=20 and still have 1 MV at 40 MHz
passing the baton to 1.75 MV at 200 MHz. 7.8 MV at
200 MHz is needed to rematch.
1 MV is very much the minimum 40 MHz voltage re-
quired. It also costs cycle time because of the need to slow
the ramp rate down to permit rebucketing. However, since
the 40 MHz system sees almost all the frequency swing
during acceleration, more voltage would be expensive. Al-
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Fig. 30. 1.0 eV·s bunch of helium ions in a 1 MV, 40 MHz
bucket at γ=21.5 and a ramp rate of 0.02 T/s in the SPS.
Fig. 31. The bunch of Fig. 30 after the 40 MHz bucket is
superseded by a 1.75 MV, 200 MHz one.
ternatively, one could consider rebucketing at zero ramp
rate as this reduces slightly the problem of matching.
The longitudinal emittance that the SPS must deliver
is 1.0 eV·s in the case of helium ions and 2.2 eV·s for neon.
These values are derived from the known performance for
protons and, allowing an emittance budget of some 25%
for blow-up during each acceleration stage, they also fix
those in all the upstream machines. The novel injection
scheme proposed for the decay ring requires the beam to
be delivered off-momentum into the non-linear region of
the receiving bucket. Consequently, the bunch is deliber-
ately mismatched before extraction from the SPS by a
step down in 200 MHz voltage (see Fig. 34). This bunch
tilting is a first-order attempt to increase the capture ef-
ficiency at the end of a quarter of a synchrotron turn in
the decay ring. The fine detail of capture will depend on
the large-amplitude distribution created in the SPS.
Fig. 32. The bunch of Fig. 31 after rotation during a quarter
of a synchrotron period.
Fig. 33. The bunch of Fig. 32 after a step in 200 MHz voltage
to 7.9 MV. A small fraction of the bunch population remains
at large amplitude.
7.5 Vacuum System Requirements for the SPS
The parameters used for the simulations of the dynamic
pressure are listed in Tab. 13 and Tab. 14. The data in
Tab. 13 were taken from [10].
The loss distribution for both 6He2+ and 18Ne10+ ions
are shown in Fig. 35 for one section of the SPS. The losses
are dominated by radioactive decay. Losses due to charge
exchange are negligible, as the cross sections for electron
capture are very small. For both 6He2+ and 18Ne10+ the
losses are peaked behind the quadrupole magnets.
The transmission was checked by using the proposed
cycle assuming the maximum number of particles coming
from the PS. The numbers were taken from [10]. For 6He2+
there are 9.53×1012 ions injected coming from the PS.
This leads to 8.99×1012 ejected ions. For 18Ne10+ there are
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Fig. 34. An SPS bunch of helium ions (blue) is delivered tilted
(following a step down in RF voltage from 2 to 0.5 MV) and
5 off-momentum with respect to the stack (red) in the decay
ring.
Table 13. Beam parameters used with StrahlSim.
Parameter Value for 6He2+ Value for 18Ne10+
Energy
(Injection)
7780MeV/u 13.5GeV/u
Mag. Rigidity
(Injection)
86.93 Tm 86.47 Tm
Energy
(Ejection)
92.5GeV/u 92.2GeV/u
Mag. Rigidity
(Ejection)
937.69 Tm 559.16 Tm
Ramping Rate 0.46T/s (see text) 0.46T/s (see text)
Cycle Time 6.0 s 3.6 s (see text)
Cycle Frequency 0.17Hz 0.28Hz (see text)
Losses at
Injection
0% 0%
Emittance
(horizontal)
6.39mmmrad 3.16mmmrad
Emittance
(vertical)
3.409mmmrad 1.72mmmrad
Injected
Ions/Cycle
9.53 × 1012 4.31 × 1012
Table 14. Vacuum parameters used with StrahlSim.
Parameter Value
Volume of Beam Pipe 49.8m3
Static Residual Gas Pressure 1× 10−9 mbar
Effective Pumping Speed 2.8m3/s (see text)
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Fig. 35. Loss distribution 6He2+ → 6Li3+ (top) and 18Ne10+
→
18F9+ (bottom) at injection energy. Dipole magnets are
shown in light blue, quadrupole magnets in red and blue.
4.31×1012 injected and 4.25×1012 ejected particles. These
numbers are arguably identical with the desired numbers
of 9.0×1012 and 4.26×1012 for 6He2+ and 18Ne10+ respec-
tively.
The effective pumping speed used in the simulations
was estimated as follows. Every SPS magnet has an ion
pump with a pumping speed of 20 l/s. Considering the
MBA, MBB, QF and QD magnets only, StrahlSim cal-
culates a conductance corrected effective pumping speed
of Seff=2.6 m
3/s. Placing pumps at the positions where
there are no dipoles in the ring, leads to Seff=2.8 m
3/s.
This is close to the value of Seff=2.28 m
3/s. given in [10].
All simulations carried out for the SPS assume Seff=2.8 m
3/s
(differing values are given explicitly).
During the simulations it turned out, that ionization
of residual gas particles by the revolving beam, called tar-
get ionization, is the dominant effect that causes a pres-
sure rise in the SPS during Beta-Beam operation. The
cross sections for target ionization are given by a scaled
Bethe formula [34]. The ionized gas particles are acceler-
ated away from the beam by its space charge potential.
When these particles hit the vacuum chamber a low en-
ergy desorption process takes place. The desorption rate η
for this process is considered to be in the range between 1
and 10 desorbed particles per ionized gas particle hitting
the vacuum chamber [35], while [10] states a value of 10.
Fig. 36 shows the pressure evolution for the proposed
cycles using 6He2+ and 18Ne10+ as projectile ions. The
pressure evolution strongly depends on the assumed des-
orption rate. For 6He2+ the residual gas pressure is not
stable when a desorption rate greater than 5 is assumed,
while for 18Ne10+ even in case of η=1 the pumping speed
is not sufficient to stabilize the pressure. For comparison
Fig. 36 shows the pressure evolution for 18Ne10+ with an
effective pumping of 7.5 m3/s and η=1.
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Fig. 36. Pressure evolution over several cycles for 6He2+ (left)
and 18Ne10+ (right) for different desorption rates using the
proposed cycle. For 18Ne10+ there is one simulation with an
increased effective pumping speed of 7.5 m3/s.
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Fig. 37. Pressure evolution over several cycles for 6He2+ (left)
and 18Ne10+ (right) for different desorption rates using the
maximal available ramping rate and extending the 18Ne10+
cycle to 6 s.
One possibility to reduce the pressure build up is to
reduce the acceleration time within the SPS. The accel-
eration time can be shortened from 2.54 s to 1.58 s for
6He2+ and from 1.42 s to 0.90 s for 18Ne10+, when using
the maximal available ramping rate of the SPS of 0.74
T/s. Furthermore the cycle time of the 18Ne10+ cycle was
extended to 6 s in order to give the vacuum more time
to relax. Fig. 37 shows that this measurement would slow
down the pressure rise for 6He2+ operation with η=10 and
stabilize the 18Ne10+ operation with η=1. In this scenario
accelerating 18Ne10+ ions with η >1 is still not feasible. In
the following paragraph the effect of an increased effective
pumping speed will be discussed.
As shown before the operation with 6He2+ is stable for
η=5. In Fig. 38 the pressure evolution for 6He2+ operation
with the increased ramping rate and η=10 is shown for
several effective pumping speeds. At a pumping speed of
4 m3/s the pressure is stabilized below 1×10−8 mbar. For
18Ne10+ various combinations of η and Seff have been
calculated assuming the maximal ramping rate and an
extended cycle time of 6 s. Fig. 13 shows a selection of
the obtained results. For each η=1, 3 and 5 the required
pumping speeds were estimated to be 2.8 m3/s, 7.5 m3/s
and 12.0 m3/s respectively.
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Fig. 38. Pressure evolution over several cycles for 6He2+ (left)
and 18Ne10+ (right) for different effective pumping speeds. For
both projectiles the maximal available ramping rate of the SPS
was assumed and for 18Ne10+ the cycle time was extended to
6 s. The desorption rate used for 6He2+ was η=10. The rates
for 18Ne10+ are given in the legend.
The interactions of the beam with residual gas par-
ticles and their effect on the pressure evolution inside
the SPS ring have been investigated using the program
StrahlSim. The simulations show, that during SPS opera-
tion with 6He2+ or 18Ne10+ as the projectile ions, there is
a massive pressure build up due to ionization of residual
gas particles induced by the circulating beam.
It could be shown, that an operation with 6He2+ ions
is possible, if the desorption rate for ionized gas particles
hitting the vacuum chamber is less or equal to five. In this
case the residual gas pressure stays below 1×10−8 mbar.
Should the desorption rate be greater than five, the pres-
sure can be stabilized by reducing the acceleration time
from 2.54 s to 1.58 s by using the maximal available ramp-
ing rate of 0.74 T/s and increasing the total effective
pumping speed to approximately 4 m3/s.
An operation using 18Ne10+ ions with the proposed
cycle is not possible without adjusting the cycle or the
pumping speed. In case of a desorption rate η=1 either
the effective pumping speed has to be increased to about
7.5 m3/s or the acceleration time has to be minimized
by using the maximal available ramping rate of the SPS,
while the cycle has to be extended to 6 s in order to give
the vacuum enough time to relax. The increased ramp-
ing rate reduces the acceleration time from 1.42 s to 0.90
s. If the desorption rate is greater than one, the higher
ramping rate and the extended cycle of 6 s have to be
combined with a higher effective pumping speed. For des-
orption rates η=1, 3 and 5 effective pumping speeds of
2.8 m3/s, 7.5 m3/s and 12.0 m3/s have to be applied.
7.6 Identification of limitations in PS and SPS
The budget of decay losses within PS and SPS was es-
timated and compared to CNGS operation by CERN in
[36]. From that study, it turned out that the power losses
occurring for the Beta-Beam operation are in the same
order of magnitude than CNGS for nominal intensities of
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6He and 18Ne and are therefore not a showstopper for the
project.
8 Design of Decay ring
The design of the decay ring of the Beta-Beam facility
is detailed in [37,38]. It uses an original stacking mecha-
nism permitting to optimize the throughput of the facility
by replacing the decayed ions by fresh bunches of beta-
emitters [12,13]. The stacking eventually induces a blow
- up of the bunches longitudinal phase space which can
be limited by means of momentum collimation. The main
ion losses within the ring are therefore due to collima-
tion, and radioactive decays which induce a sudden rigid-
ity change. The energy depositions resulting from both
loss mechanisms were studied using FLUKA [32,33] and
ACCSIM [29] softwares. A preliminary design of the col-
limation section could then be performed, and designs of
open mid-plane magnets within the arcs were compared
to accommodate the losses of the decay products at the
end of the straight sections. Finally, an original solution
was proposed for the RF. The results of these studies are
reported here.
8.1 Optics
The decay ring is a 6911.5 m-long racetrack-shaped-ring
with two 2468-m-long straight sections, of which one is
directed toward the detector situated in the Fre´jus tunnel
[39]. The useful section is around 36 % of the circumfer-
ence. Tab. 15 presents the lattice parameters of the decay
ring.
The parameters of the beam are given in Tab. 16. A
first consequence to store high intensity beams is that the
tune spread due to the space charge effects may not be
negligible. The tune shift was calculated for 6He2+ and
18Ne10+ and is given in Tab. 16. With nominal parame-
ters, the space charge effects can be neglected in 6He2+
case contrary to 18Ne10+ case. A solution to decrease the
space charge effect would be to increase the rms emittance
of the stored beam by injecting a mismatched beam. To
have a manageable tune shift for 18Ne10+ of -0.063 in the
horizontal plane and -0.055 in the vertical one, the rms
emittance must then be enlarged up to 0.22 pi·mm·mrad
in both planes. In the following, we assume this rms emit-
tance for 18Ne10+ to neglect space charge effects.
The arcs are 2pi insertions of which the optics is given
on Fig. 39. Four functional parts were distinguished in the
arcs [38]: a regular FODO lattice in the arc, a matching
section between the long straight section and the FODO
lattice, which is used to extract the decay products coming
from the long straight section too, a low β - high disper-
sion insertion for the injection and a matching section be-
tween the regular FODO lattice and the insertion. More-
over, large betatron functions are needed in the FODO
lattices of the long straight sections to maximize the neu-
trino flux going to the detector.
Table 15. Lattice parameters of the Beta-Beam decay ring.
Total length m 6911.5
Radius m 1100
Straight section length m 2468
Arc length m 988
Qx - 22.226
Qz - 12.161
Q’x - -1.717
Q’z - -2.351
α 10−3 1.512
η 10−3 1.412
ARC DIPOLES
Angle rad pi/86
1/ρ m−1 6.43×10−3
QUADRIPOLES
Total number - 176
Kmax m
−2 +4.848×10−2
Gmax T/m +45.326
SEXTUPOLES
Family number - 6
Total number - 44
SmaxL m
−2 0.151
HmaxL T/m 141.174
Table 16. Nominal parameters for the decay ring.
Units 6He2+ 18Ne10+
γ - 100 100
Bρ T·m 938 563
Bdipole T 6 3.6
τ at rest S 0.8 1.67
Ninjected
(ions/batch)
- 9.05×1012 4.26×1012
Nstored (ions/batch) - 9.71×10
13 7.40×1013
Bunch number - 20 20
rms x pi·mm·mrad 0.11 0.11
rms y pi·mm·mrad 0.06 0.06
∆Qx - -0.015 -0.127
∆Qy - -0.024 -0.201
8.2 Injection
The number of injected ions from the SPS is limited by
the space charge effects in the PS and the source [7–9]. In
order to increase the number of stored ions in the decay
ring and reach the required neutrino flux, the injection has
to enable an accumulation of the ions in the decay ring in
presence of the circulating beam. An insertion in the arcs
for an off-momentum injection was then designed follow-
ing the principle presented in Fig. 40. The injection inser-
tion is presented in detail in [37] and [40], we recall here
only its basic principles. The natural dispersion present in
the arcs and the need to keep the long straight sections
safe make the arcs the natural location to put the injec-
tion insertion. Moreover, the arc and thus the insertion
for the injection are symmetric and present a waist at the
centre of the insertion. During injection the kickers are
on, and the injection septum deflects the incoming beam
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Fig. 39. Optical functions in the arcs (top) and in the energy
collimation section (bottom). In red, horizontal betatron func-
tions, in blue vertical betatron function and in green horizontal
dispersion.
without perturbing the stored beam. The closed orbit of
both beams are forming a bump, with the injected beam
running above the septum blade and the circulating one
still running below. The fast kickers are then switched off
before the fresh beam has made a turn, and both beams
circulate under the blade. The injection is realized in a
high dispersion - low βx area. For both
6He and 18Ne, an
off-momentum injection at δ = 5×10−3 was assumed. The
optics of the injection section was realized with the code
BETA [28] and is presented on Fig. 41. The beam sizes
in the injection insertion are represented on Fig. 42. A
specific RF program with two variable cavity families, of
which one is at double frequency, is then used to merge
both beams. It is summarized in the section 8.3.
8.3 Asymmetric bunch merging
After injection, the stored and fresh bunches are horizon-
tally separated and circulating both under the septum
blade. The merging is realized using 2 RF cavities at 40
and 80 MHz. It consists of four phases terminated with
the insertion of the new fresh bunch in the center of the
circulating one, as described on Fig. 43 for 6He. The cor-
responding RF program is detailed in [12,13] and [37].
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Fig. 40. Injection principle. In blue, injected beam and in red,
stored beam. In dashed, central axes of both beams one turn
after injection (kickers off).
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Fig. 41. Optical functions in the injection section. In red/blue,
horizontal/vertical betatron function and in green horizontal
dispersion.
8.4 RF system
This section presents a method to cope with the heavy
transient beam loading in the decay ring. The beam in
the decay ring with few but very high intensity bunches
leads to heavy transient beam loading, which is a poten-
tial issue for the RF system. The problem is that, with a
large beam current in quadrature to the gap voltage, the
cavity will be effectively detuned. In order for the final
amplifier to remain matched, this reactive beam current
must be compensated with another reactive element – the
tuner. While this may be still feasible for a constant beam
current, such a tuner would become impracticable for a
partially filled machine, since it would have to act very
fast.
In the following, we will use the existing PS 40 MHz
RF system as a reference: it is designed for bunching of
the LHC beam, has a moderate R
Q
= 33 Ω and a relatively
high Q of 18000. More details can be found in Chapter 8 of
Ref. [41]. The system is designed for a nominal gap voltage
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Fig. 42. In the upper figure, sizes of the stored beam at 6
sigma in the injection insertion. In the lower figure, sizes of
the injected beam at 5 sigma in the injection insertion. In red,
beam sizes in the horizontal plan and in blue in the vertical
one.
of 0.3 MV and can cope with 1.2 A of RF beam current.
However, a beam current of around 100 A would induce
an unacceptably high voltage of 30 MV in a single gap.
An even lower R
Q
could mitigate this, but at the expense
of proportionally higher installed RF power. We will show
in the following how one could conceive to use a similar
RF system in spite of this extremely high beam current.
For a total required gap voltage of 20 MV, about 50 of
these cavities would be required.
For illustration, we consider the case of a stationary
bucket in a partially filled circular machine. This is sim-
plifying the situation of the decay ring with its double
harmonic RF system somewhat, but the findings can be
generalized. Stationary bucket implies no acceleration, i.e.
there is no net power transfer necessary between the RF
system and the beam. Power from the final amplifier will
just have to compensate for ohmic losses in the cavity.
Partially filled machine implies a special class of transient
beam loading – i.e. there is either beam or no beam at all
(cf. Fig. 44).
For a synchrotron above transition and with the bunched
beam in the stable phase, the beam represents an induc-
tive current, which will tune the cavity “up”. For steady
Fig. 43. The four phases of the bunch merging for 6He as sim-
ulated by ESME. From top to bottom: i) off-momentum injec-
tion ii) rotation in the longitudinal phase space (synchrotron
motion) iii) asymmetric bunch merging iv) symmetric merging
leading to the insertion of the fresh bunch into the center of
the stored one.
Fig. 44. Transient beam current in a partially filled machine.
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Fig. 45. Equivalent circuit of a cavity including beam loading.
state (constant beam current and gap voltage), the beam
could be replaced in the equivalent circuit (Fig. 45) by an
inductivity
Vgap
ω|IB |
.
To compensate for this inductive beam current, the
cavity should be tuned “down” to a frequency ω0 < ω,
given by ω0
ω
= 1
2
(√
4 + g2 − g
)
≈ 1 − g
2
, where g =
R
Q
|IB |
Vgap
, ω is the operation frequency and ω0 resonance fre-
quency of the cavity. Assuming that the cavity was tuned
to the frequency ω initially, this could for example be
achieved by adding a parallel capacitor of approximately
2 g Q
ω R
(Fig. 45).
As an example, we calculate the necessary detuning for
the existing PS 40 MHz cavity
(
RS
Q
= 33 Ω
)
, for a nomi-
nal gap voltage of 300 kV and an RF current of 100 A; in
this case, g = 0.011 and ω0
ω
= 0.9945, i.e. the empty cavity
should be tuned to 39.78 MHz for operation at 40 MHz. In
the stationary case (constant beam current), this could be
implemented for example by adding a (tuner) capacitor of
2.6 pF in parallel to the existing Q
ω R
= 120 pF.
As mentioned above, a practicable tuner with this rela-
tively large tuning range (0.5 %) would not be fast enough
in the case of transient beam loading implied by a partially
filled machine. The amplifier would consequently have to
remain mismatched either in the presence of beam or in
the absence of beam.
In the following, we will describe a concept of how
the problem of heavy transient beam loading could be
overcome; the approach is based on the assumption that
one may choose any gap voltage while the beam current is
zero. For example, the frequency can be chosen such that
the final amplifier remains matched also in the absence
of the beam, while keeping the gap voltage and thus the
stored energy constant.
Let us assume that a circular machine with revolution
period T is partly filled: there is full beam current IB
for 0 < t < TB, followed by zero beam current in the
interval TB < t < T (see Fig. 44). In order for the RF
fields in the cavity to be correct in amplitude and phase
again at the next passage of the beam, the frequency offset
must however satisfy the condition that ∆ω (T − TB) is
an integer multiple of 2pi.
Fig. 46. Discrete values of g as function of TB/T for harmonic
924.
If we can allow to drive the amplifier in this latter
interval at ω0 rather than ω, it will remain permanently
matched. With the RF on harmonic h equal to ω = h 2pi
T
,
this additional phase condition now reads:−h g
(
T−TB
T
)
≈
h
T
(√
4 + g2 − g − 2
)
(T − TB) = 2N , where N is an ar-
bitrary integer. For the non-trivial case N 6= 0 and small
g, this condition can only be met if both h and T −TB are
large enough; for the value of g from the above example
and TB  T , one would require a harmonic of at least
181 for the phase slip to be −2pi (N = −1). For larger
harmonics, this condition still results in discrete possible
values of g for which it can be satisfied exactly; Fig. 46
shows these discrete possible values for g plotted over the
parameter TB
T
for a harmonic of 924 (corresponding to
the 23.1 µs of the decay ring). With given beam current
and cavity parameters, each of those discrete values corre-
sponds to a gap voltage for which the matching condition
is satisfied. For the limiting case TB → 0, the increment
in g would become 4g = 2
h
, corresponding with the above
parameters to acceptable gap voltage increments of below
15 kV for a bandwidth of 1 % of the RF system. Since
the decay ring will have several tens of these RF systems
(with a gap voltage per cavity of 400 kV, e.g., the num-
ber of systems would be 50), any total gap voltage could
be programmed using different voltages in different cavi-
ties. This would result in a more complicated low level RF
system, in which different phase programs would have to
be programmed for different cavities, each as function of
beam current, the overall voltage and the parameter TB
T
,
but this is not a conceptual difficulty.
For illustration, we look again at a single cavity with
the above parameters. For T −TB = 21 µs (
TB
T
= 0.0866),
e.g., one could chose N = −5, resulting in g = 0.01158,
very close in fact to the optimum g = 0.011. Without
changing any other parameters, the matching would again
be perfect for a gap voltage of 278.5 kV (instead of the
nominal 300 kV). Fig. 47 shows the simulation of this case.
The generator current is 0.85 A, constant in amplitude and
always in phase with the gap voltage, i.e. the generator
has to deliver around 65 kW in CW (The unloaded shunt
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Fig. 47. Mathematica simulation of one revolution period with
heavy transient beam loading, assuming a period of 23 µs and
a beam current of 100 A over 2 µs. Total current (beam +
generator) in units of 100 A (red); phase of this current in
units of pi (blue); the resulting gap voltage in units of 300 kV
(green).
impedance is 600 kΩ). Note the small ratio of generator
current to beam current of below 1%!
The situation in the Beta-Beam decay ring is slightly
more complicated since it is using a double harmonic RF
system, the basic idea of the above is however still appli-
cable, since there is no significant net energy transfer for
acceleration. For stability reasons, the RF systems would
certainly have to be dimensioned for higher power than
the number given in the above example. Also the voltages
on the 80 MHz system (h = 1848) could be produced using
the same principle. A more thorough analysis is required
to determine the needs and possible implementations of
the low-level RF system.
8.5 Momentum collimation
Two loss sources were identified by simulating the injec-
tion and stacking processes as described in the former sec-
tions . The first one comes from the fresh ions which are
not captured at the injection. The second one is due to
the blow-up in the space (l,δ ) injection after injection.
On Fig. 48, the survival of a beam injected at t = 0 is
represented as a function of the number of injection cy-
cles. After around 15-20 injections, most ions are not ac-
cepted anymore. When the steady state is reached, the loss
amount between two injections is compensated by the in-
jection itself. About 50 % (Helium) and 20 % (Neon) of
the losses which occurred between two cycles are due to
the β decay. The mean power to collimate in the ring
can then be evaluated to 74 kW for 6He2+ and 248 kW
for 18Ne10+. Therefore, a two-step collimation system is
needed and was designed to collimate in energy at δ =
2.5×10−3 (Fig. 49). It is located in the long straight sec-
tion which is not directed toward the detector.
A 6D simulation of the collimation section has been
done with FLUKA with losses generated by ACCSIM. At
the end of the symmetric bunch merging, the collimation
rate can be controlled by increasing the second harmonic,
Fig. 48. Loss amount as a function of time for Helium (top)
and Neon (bottom).
which shortens the time spread and widens the energy
spread. The energy spread is limited cutting negative en-
ergy shifts Es-E0 beyond 2.5 , as shown on Fig. 49.
After a few synchrotron periods, the bunch phase space
is homogeneously cut. Such an asymmetric collimation
permits the off-momentum, positive energy shift injection
while limiting the longitudinal phase-space blow-up of the
bunches.
The primary collimator is placed to fulfill the con-
dition: D
′
D
= −α
β
[38,42]. The secondary collimators are
placed on the beam envelope of a beam with maximum
negative dispersion of 2.5 , alternatively on one side
and the other from the collimation section (Fig. 50). The
energy distribution of the collimated halo, as estimated
in 2D by ESME, could be satisfactorily reproduced using
ACCSIM for calculating the actual evolution of the full
6D phase space of the bunches during the ramping up of
the second harmonic (Fig. 51). The loss map as generated
by ACCSIM was then used as an input to FLUKA for sim-
ulating secondary particle showers and energy deposition
within the collimation section.
The size and materials of the collimators were opti-
mized with respect to deposited power and activation.
Graphite collimators of thickness 30 cm were found suit-
able for the primary and secondary collimators. The de-
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Fig. 49. 6He bunch phase space stretching after the ramping
up of the second harmonic, as calculated by ESME.
Fig. 50. Placement of the primary and secondary collimators
along the collimation section. The x and z axis are in centime-
ters, and the blue and green lines are the limits of the beam
envelope for a beam emittance of 2.6 pi·mm·mrad and maxi-
mum δ=2.5.
Collimated halo: energy distribution from ESME (max set to 100)
Fig. 51. Left: energy spread of the collimated 6He halo as es-
timated by ESME. Right: energy spread of the merged bunch
before the ramping up (in black) and energy spread of the colli-
mated 6He halo as after the ramping up (in red), as calculated
by ACCSIM.
Table 17. Dose absorbed in the coils of the quadrupoles lo-
cated after the Primary Collimator.
Dose absorbed in the coils (MGy/Year)
Beam 1st Qpole 2nd Qpole 3rd Qpole 4th Qpole
6He2+ 2.3 1.9 0.4 0.4
18Ne10+ 3.0 2.9 1.3 1.08
Table 18. Dose absorbed in the coils of the dipoles located in
the 2nd bump.
Dose absorbed in the coils (MGy/Year)
Beam 1st Dipole 2nd Dipole 3rd Dipole
6He2+ 0.9 0.7 0.6
18Ne10+ 1.0 0.8 0.7
Fig. 52. Placement of graphite absorbers in the collimation
section (SimpleGeo view [44]).
posited power for those should stay below 10kW, which is
commonly accepted as the limit beyond which deforma-
tion issues appear [43]. The use of graphite absorbers after
the collimators and before the second bump of the collima-
tion section decreases considerably the power losses in the
magnet coils [37]. Tab. 17 and Tab. 18 present the doses
absorbed in the coils per year for the different magnets of
the collimation section when graphite absorbers are used
and placed according to Fig. 52. The lifetime of warm
magnets is commonly assumed to correspond to a dose of
10 MGy, beyond which the magnet components such as
the resins of the coils start to deteriorate [43]. For some of
the quadrupoles following the primary collimator and for
a running period of 10 years, the doses are still above this
limit. This preliminary design of the collimation section
(dipole and quadrupole magnets details, collimators and
absorbers) is therefore being further refined using FLUKA
to obtain compatible magnet lifetimes with the 10 years
operation of Beta-Beam.
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8.6 Losses by β decay
The decay of the stored ions implies a continuous power
loss with a mean value of 10.8 W/m for 6He2+ and 11.8
W/m for 18Ne10+[38]. The relative rigidity difference be-
tween the decay products and the reference one is around
-33% for 6He2+ and +11% for 18Ne10+. In turn, the decay
products are lost after the dipoles. Two principal issues
can be underlined. After the long straight sections, the
deposition is equal to several tens of kilowatts: a dedi-
cated extraction section at the arc entry is needed. More-
over, the deposition in the superconducting magnet coils
must be low enough to avoid quenching. A solution to this
problem is to insert absorbing elements between the mag-
nets. For this layout, a model of a large aperture dipole
for the decay ring is needed and it was shown that an
80 mm magnet aperture could be envisaged for the case
absorbers between the magnets were needed [45]. From en-
ergy deposition studies of this layout it was concluded that
open mid-plane dipoles, which are dipoles without coils
around the horizontal plane, could be a better choice. In
this case, absorbers are not necessary which would make
the arcs more compact. The required field could then be
5T instead of 6T and the minimal dipole aperture required
would be reduced (±50 mm against ±80 mm). In addition
the structure changes would then be simpler if other ions
have to be used.
To evaluate the power deposition of the decay prod-
ucts in the vacuum chamber, a simple 1D model was im-
plemented in BETA [28]. It does not take into account any
interaction with the walls. It was applied to the case where
absorbers are inserted between the arc dipoles. To improve
this study, a 3D simulation was run, including particle
tracking in matter (FLUKA). Particle maps were gener-
ated by ACCSIM. The 1D simulation in BETA and the
FLUKA simulation both showed that the average value
deposited in the dipoles is then less than 10 W/m. How-
ever, peaks in power deposition exceed the recommended
limit for LHC like magnets (4.3 mW/cm3) for both dipoles
and quadrupoles. The power deposition along an arc cell
as calculated with FLUKA using the 6Li3+ ions loss map
from ACCSIM is presented in Fig. 53. As an example, the
loss profile of the peak heat along D2 is presented in Fig.
54. The maximum deposited peak power was found to be
in the order of 30 mW/cm3.
Fig. 55 shows that the peak energy deposition is situ-
ated on the bending plane of the magnets. The first cal-
culations permitted to estimate the opening angle that
could reduce sufficiently the peak power deposition in the
magnet coils. A study of cosθ-design solutions for open
mid-plane dipole design [46] shows that this technology
is a possible approach. Complementary studies including
energy deposition should follow, to tune the magnet and
shielding design in the decay ring.
Different options of open mid-plane dipoles were stud-
ied. From first estimations, based on energy deposition
calculations on large aperture magnets for the solution
with absorbers, magnets having 5◦ half-opening angle of
the coils in the mid-plane (see Fig. 56) were assumed to
reduce the deposited peak power by a factor 10. At 1.9 K,
Fig. 53. Overview picture of the energy deposition in an arc
cell (including one extra quadrupole for checking) projected on
the horizontal plane for the 6Li ions (averaged). Q stands for
Quadrupole and D stands for Dipole. The absorbers (A) are
placed after the dipole magnets.
Fig. 54. Peak energy deposition in each longitudinal bin along
the superconducting cable on the dipole D2 in the lattice cell.
Recommended limit value for quenching is 4.3 mW/cm3. The
bars represent statistical errors.
Table 19. Parameters and performances of the possible open
mid-plane magnets presented in Fig. 57.
Design 1 2 3
Aperture radius (mm) 60 90 60
Bss at 1.9 K (T) 6.5 6.8 8.7
Operational field at 1.9 K (T) 5.2 5.5 7.0
Bss at 4.2 K (T) 4.9 5.3 6.7
Operational field at 4.2 K (T) 4.0 4.2 5.4
Gap in midplane (mm) 8.9 12.5 8.7
Yoke (mm) 180 270 240
open mid-plane magnets of aperture radius up to 90 mm
reaching the required field of 6 T are feasible. At 4.2 K,
the radius has to be reduced, coil layers have to be added
and the yoke thickness enlarged (see Fig. 57 and Tab. 19).
Parametric studies of the open midplane quadrupoles
[47] permit to choose an optimum solution (field, length,
aperture). Needed opening angles were estimated from en-
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Fig. 55. Overview of the energy distribution in the super-
conducting cable on the dipole 3 in the lattice cell. The su-
perconducting cable is modeled, for simplicity, as a cylinder.
Transverse projection, averaged over the length of the magnet.
Fig. 56. Transverse cross-section of the coil of an open mid-
plane dipole magnets for the Beta-Beam decay ring.
Design 1
Fig. 57. Possible open mid-plane magnet designs for the decay
ring.
Fig. 58. Parametric dependence of quadrupole gradient on
aperture for different midplane opening angles.
ergy deposition calculations [48] to be less than 6 ◦ (see
Fig. 58).
8.7 Dynamic aperture
The study of the dynamic aperture is presented in detail
in [37]. We recall here the main results.
The natural normalised chromaticity in the decay ring
is respectively Q’x= -1.72 and Q’z= -2.35 in the horizontal
and vertical planes. In order to accept the injected beam
at δ=5, the natural chromaticity must be corrected by
sextupole families in the dispersive areas. Normally, only
two sextupole families situated in the regular FODO lat-
tices are necessary. We obtain then the blue curve on Fig.
59. The dynamic aperture is large enough. Nevertheless,
the coupling resonances are not corrected and the trans-
fer between the two planes is not negligible. Therefore,
other sextupole families were added in order to correct the
sextupole resonances. After correction, we obtain the red
curve on Fig. 59. The dynamic aperture is much larger and
the beam keeps an elliptic shape during its transport in
the structure by assuming all magnetic elements perfect.
The variation of the dynamic aperture with the momen-
tum is plotted on Fig. 60 assuming that the chromaticity is
corrected with six sextupole families. In the energy range
of the stored beam (±2.5), the dynamic aperture stays
large enough to accept the whole beam.
The impact of defects in the magnetic elements was
in addition studied. The large aperture of the dipoles im-
plies unavoidable multipole components. Until now, only
systematic multipole components were considered. The as-
sumed systematic multipole components in the dipoles are
b3 = -1.68×10
−4, b5 = 33.02×10
−4, b7 = -50.12×10
−4 and
b9 = 29.58×10
−4 at the reference radius 60 mm [45]. A di-
rect consequence is a reduction of the dynamic aperture.
In order to identify the main multipole effects, Fig. 61
gives the dynamic aperture calculated for each alone mul-
tipole component for the same reference structure. The
strongest contribution comes from the fifth and the sev-
enth order multipole components. In order to decrease
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Fig. 59. Dynamic aperture for 10,000 turns at the middle of
the injection insertion. In red, with 6 sextupole families and in
blue with 2 sextupole families.
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Fig. 60. Dynamic aperture around the chromatic orbit for
10,000 turns at the middle of the injection insertion. In black,
at δ=0, in red at δ=2.5 and in blue at δ=-2.5.
their effects, different working points were considered and
an automatic enlargement program of the dynamic aper-
ture was added in BETA, which enabled to obtain a dy-
namic aperture of more than 6 σ [49].
8.8 Decay ring radiation protection studies
Different kinds of beam losses are expected along the de-
cay ring and will lead to the activation of the machine
components and of the surrounding infrastructure. They
can be subdivided into:
1. Decay losses
2. Collimation losses
3. Injection and merging losses
In particular, the decay and collimation losses, whose
origin is described in previous sections, are responsible for
most of the induced radioactivity in the decay ring. A pre-
liminary radiation protection study has been performed,
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Fig. 61. Dynamic aperture for 1,000 turns without optimiza-
tion and after applying the fifth order (red), the seventh order
(blue), the ninth order (green) or every (black) multipole com-
ponent.
in order to assess their impact on the safe operation of
the machine. This study does not include the injection
and merging losses, which give a minor contribution to
the radiation level in the machine and which will be ad-
dressed with a higher level of precision at a later stage.
All calculations are performed with the Monte Carlo code
FLUKA: realistic geometries are implemented to calculate
the residual dose rates during the machine maintenance
due to the activation of the materials and the activation
induced in the air in the tunnel. For both types of losses
the loss maps were obtained with ACCSIM.
Decay losses Recoils from decay are lost after the dis-
persive elements of the ring. The activation of magnet
materials was therefore estimated both in the arcs and in
the collimation section where superconducting and warm
magnets are used. In the collimation section the geome-
try of representative warm magnets [50] was implemented
using typical materials. In the arcs, both open mid-plane
and standard magnets with absorbers were implemented.
Their implemented geometry is consistent with the one
used for the study described in section 8.6. The losses at
the entrance of the arcs or bumps are assumed to be sent
to appropriate beam dumps [37]. An example of residual
dose rate map is shown on Fig. 62 for the first bump of the
collimation section. For the arcs as well as for the collima-
tion section, the residual dose rate after 3 month of irradia-
tion and 1 week waiting time is a few mSv (5-10 mSv·h−1),
which corresponds to a “high radiation area” according to
CERN rules (>2 mSv·h−1 and <100 mSv·h−1).
Collimation section The procedure discussed in section
“Momentum collimation” was used for generating the col-
limation loss map. After 3 months of irradiation and 1
week of waiting time, the area around the primary collima-
tor exhibits a peak value above 100 mSv·h−1 (prohibited
area, see Fig. 63) whilst the entrance of the second bump
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Fig. 62. Residual dose in the 2nd quadrupole of the first bump
of the collimation section after 3 month of irradiation and 1
week waiting time. The upper picture represents the magnets
arrangement within the first bump. Left bottom: residual dose
map for 6He, right bottom: residual dose map for 18Ne.
Fig. 63. Residual dose rate in the straight section of the col-
limation section, after 1 week waiting time and 3-month 18Ne
irradiation.
shows a maximum dose rate of 50 mSv·h−1 compatible
with a high radiation area.
Air activation The prediction of air activation depends
on both the machine operation and the type of ventila-
tion system. The calculations were performed for a set of
realistic ventilation parameters, namely with a ventilation
rate of 20000 m3·h−1. The assessment of the annual effec-
tive dose given to a reference population depends on the
location of the machine and on a number of meteorological
parameters which are presently unknown. A very prelimi-
nary calculation has shown that the annual effective dose
would be about 6 µSv per ion. The annual limit at CERN
is 10 µSv. As the annual limit is valid for the sum of the
contributions from all the machines at CERN, every sin-
gle machine must respect a reference value of 1 µSv per
year. In order to meet this requirement and to be on the
safe side, it is recommended that the annual effective dose
from the decay ring is reduced by a factor of 10.
Recommendations Albeit preliminary, this study
addresses the key issues of radiation protection of the de-
cay ring. The highest values of induced radioactivity are
to be found near the primary collimator, where remote
control is a necessity. In particular, a robot must be de-
veloped to remove and handle the collimator whenever
maintenance is needed. As an alternative, different colli-
mation materials must be investigated to reduce the acti-
vation levels below the ones of a prohibited area. In the
high radiation area, hands-on maintenance is still possi-
ble as long as every action is carefully planned in order
to reduce the dose to personnel. As the machine is still at
a design stage, it is recommended that efforts are made
to reduce the induced radioactivity and therefore sim-
plify maintenance procedures. This goal can be achieved
by choosing materials with few impurities (e.g., Co lev-
els below 100 ppm) and by designing the components in
such a way that they can be easily dismantled and trans-
ported. The dose rate levels can be significantly reduced
by using concrete with low levels of Eu and by increasing
the waiting time before intervention (e.g., two weeks wait-
ing before accessing the most radioactive items). Although
the estimated annual dose to the reference population is
below the CERN annual limit, the release of activated air
into the atmosphere requires careful optimisation. Indeed,
every machine at CERN is required to give an annual dose
to the population which is at least one order of magnitude
below the limit, because the limit applies to the sum of
all machines and not to one single machine. Reducing the
annual dose from the decay ring by a factor of 10 is a
realistic goal as long as the following measures are taken:
1. The ventilation parameters are optimized: the activa-
tion levels are highly dependent on the irradiation and
waiting time, which can be controlled via the ventila-
tion rate and the duct length;
2. High-efficiency filters are used, which will filter a large
fraction of air-borne nuclides and reduce the impact
on the environment in case of accident scenarios;
3. Different ventilation rates are applied for different seg-
ments of the tunnel;
4. The size and location of the stacks are accurately cho-
sen on the basis of the distance from the critical group
of the population. Also, the impact of meteorological
conditions is taken in due consideration.
8.9 Vacuum System Requirements for the Decay Ring
The parameters used for the simulations of the dynamic
pressure are listed in Tab. 20 and 21. The data in Tab. 20
were taken from [10].
The loss distribution for both 6He2+ and 18Ne10+ ions
are shown in Fig. 64 for a part of one of the arcs. The
figures distinguish between lost particles hitting the vac-
uum chamber and particles hitting the ion catcher. The
ion catchers were positioned at a distance of 4 cm from the
beam axis. The extraction of the decayed particles at the
end of the straight lines is modeled using an ion catcher,
because StrahlSim is only capable of simulating an extrac-
tion at the end of a cycle. The desorption from this ion
catcher, which is very small at the ion energies in the De-
cay Ring, can be considered to be ejection losses, which
will occur anyway. The simulation furthermore assumes
that all lost ions hitting an ion catcher are stopped inside
the catcher. Fragmentation effects are not considered.
The losses shown are dominated by radioactive de-
cay. Losses due to charge exchange are negligible, as the
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Table 20. Beam parameters used with StrahlSim.
Parameter Value for 6He2+ Value for 18Ne10+
Energy
(Injection)
92.2 GeV/u 92.5 GeV/u
Mag. Rigidity
(Injection)
1875.37 Tm 5591.51 Tm
Energy
(Ejection)
- -
Mag. Rigidity
(Ejection)
- -
Ramping Rate - -
Cycle Time 6.0 s 3.6 s (see text)
Cycle Frequency 0.17 Hz 0.28 Hz (see text)
Losses at
Injection
0% 0%
Emittance
(horizontal)
0.6mmmrad 0.6mmmrad
Emittance
(vertical)
0.32mmmrad 0.32mmmrad
Injected
Ions/Cycle
9.66 × 1013 7.42 × 1013
Table 21. Vacuum parameters used with StrahlSim.
Parameter Value
Volume of Beam Pipe 64.6m3
Static Residual Gas Pressure 10−11 mbar
Effective Pumping Speed 1000m3/s
cross sections for electron capture are very small. For both
6He2+ and 18Ne10+ the losses are peaked at the positions
of the ion catchers. Unfortunately it was only possible to
perform tracking simulations with a relatively low num-
ber of ions due to the size of the decay ring. This leads
to the peaked structure of the longitudinal distribution of
ions hitting the vacuum chamber. In reality this should be
a continuous distribution. This does not affect the simu-
lations of the pressure evolution, which will be discussed
later.
The number of particles accumulated in the Decay
Ring are 9.66×1013 for 6He2+ and 7.42×1013 for 18Ne10+.
In the 6He2+ cycle there is a reinjection every 6 s and ev-
ery 3.6 s for an operation with 18Ne10+, which brings the
number of particles back to the desired numbers.
The simulations done with StrahlSim start with the
maximal number of particles and inject the number of lost
particles due to radioactive decay after 6 s and 3.6 s re-
spectively. For 6He2+ there are 4.82×1012 and for 18Ne10+
1.10× 1012 particles reinjected.
The main mechanism for a pressure build up in the
Decay Ring is the ionization of residual gas particles by
the circulating beam, called target ionization. The cross
sections for target ionization are given by a scaled Bethe
formula [34]. This effect was already observed in the sim-
ulations for the SPS. The ionized particles are accelerated
towards the vacuum chamber due to the space charge po-
tential of the revolving beam. When these particles hit the
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Fig. 64. Loss distribution for 6He2+ → 6Li3+ (top) and
18Ne10+ → 18F9+ (bottom) at injection energy. Dipole mag-
nets are shown in light blue, quadrupole magnets in red and
blue and ion catchers as gray lines. The peaked distribution of
ions hitting the vacuum chamber is due to the low number of
tracked particles (see text). Note that the intensities are scaled
logarithmically.
vacuum chamber a low energy desorption process takes
place. The desorption rate η for this process is considered
to be in the range between 1 and 10 desorbed particles per
ionized gas particle hitting the vacuum chamber [35], while
desorption rates less than 1 have been observed [51]. Ad-
ditionally the re-emission coefficient has to be considered.
This coefficient describes the probability that an incident-
ing particle is reflected from the surface of the vacuum
chamber. The value of this coefficient was measured for
15N2 to be less than 0.1 [51] at energies of 2 keV. The
simulations for 6He2+ were taken out with an re-emission
coefficient of 1, which is a worst case approximation. Due
to the strong dependence of the pressure evolution on the
target ionization in case of 18Ne10+ as projectile ion, re-
emission coefficients of 0 and 1 have been used.
Obviously the starting pressure is a crucial parame-
ter for the simulations. At higher starting pressures there
are more particles that can be ionized by the beam. For
the simulations three different pressures have been used,
namely 10−10, 10−11 and 10−12 mbar. As the Decay Ring
is a cold machine 10−10 mbar is already very high. A start-
ing pressure below 10−11 mbar is more realistic. Neverthe-
less the value of 10−10 mbar was used to show an upper
limit for 6He2+.
The ionization of residual gas particles creates free
electrons. Effects caused by these electrons like electron
multipacting are not considered in the StrahlSim code. It
has to be ensured, that such effects do not affect the Decay
Ring operation.
The conventional effective pumping speed of the De-
cay Ring was estimated by using the value of the SPS of
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Fig. 65. The figures show the pressure evolution over several
cycles for 6He2+. In the left figure the temperature of the arcs
was set to 10 K, while the starting pressure P0 was varied in
the range from 10−12 to 10−10 mbar. In the right figure the
starting pressure for all simulations was 10−11 mbar and the
temperature was varied from 10 K to 20 K. Please note that
the lines for T = 10 K and T = 15 K are almost on top of each
other.
2.8 m3/s. Compared to the pumping speed delivered by
the cold surfaces of the cryogenic arcs of the machine this
value is very small and contributes very little to the total
effective pumping speed. The pumping speed of the cold
surfaces depends on their temperature.
The temperature of the arcs was assumed to be 10 K,
while simulations for 15 K and 20 K have been taken out
as well. For sufficiently cold vacuum chambers, with a tem-
perature below 16 K (see text below), the pumping speed
of the cold surfaces was calculated by StrahlSim to be
about 1000 m3/s. As the whole arcs are cold the vacuum
conductance is very high, and the total and the effective
pumping speed is the same. It should be pointed out, that
the model used by StrahlSim assumes that the pressure in
the machine is everywhere the same. This means, that the
pressure in the arcs and the straight lines are averaged.
But in the Decay Ring the arcs and the lines are going
to have very different pressures due to the completely dif-
ferent pumping techniques used to maintain the vacuum.
In reality the pressure in the arcs will be lower and the
pressure in the straight sections will be higher than the
average pressure used by StrahlSim. As StrahlSim cannot
calculate a dynamic longitudinal pressure profile at the
moment, this effect is not reflected in the results presented
in this report.
All simulations show a very steep pressure rise at the
beginning of the simulation. This is, because the simula-
tions start with the maximal number of particles which is
supposed to be stored in the Decay Ring. The accumula-
tion phase is neglected. This can be justified, as it is only
relevant whether the pressure inside the Decay Ring sta-
bilizes at a value that is low enough for a stable operation.
For 6He2+ here was a desorption rate for perpendicu-
lar incidents of η = 10 and a re-emission coefficient of 1
assumed. Simulations were taken out for different start-
ing pressures in the rage from 10−12 to 10−10 mbar and
for different temperatures of the cold surfaces between 10
and 20 K. Fig. 65 shows the results. For all reasonable
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Fig. 66. This figure shows the pressure evolution for 18Ne10+
in the Decay Ring for a re-emmission coefficient of 1 (left) and
0 (right). The desorption rates were varied from 0.5 to 1 and 2.0
to 3.0 respectively. All simulations were done with a starting
pressure of P0 = 10
−11 mbar and a temperature of the cold
surfaces of T = 10 K.
starting pressures and a temperature of 10 K the pressure
evolution stabilizes at sufficiently low values. For temper-
atures above 15 K the pumping speed is not sufficient any
more to maintain a residual gas pressure below 10−8 mbar.
Above this temperature the residual gas particles do not
freeze out any more on the cold surfaces. For tempera-
tures less than approximately 16 K the pumping speed is
almost constant what can be seen in the right plot in Fig.
65. The starting pressure of 10−10 mbar gives the upper
limit of an acceptable starting pressure, which should be
easily achieved by a cold machine.
The operation of the decay ring with 6He2+ as the
projectile ion is feasible according to the simulation results
obtained using StrahlSim.
For 18Ne10+ the situation is different. Like in the SPS
the operation with 18Ne10+ is subject to an enormous
amount of residual gas ionization. Fig. 66 shows the pres-
sure evolution for a starting pressure of 10−11 mbar and a
temperature of the cold surfaces of 10 K. The simulations
have been taken out for a re-emission coefficient of 0 (left
plot in Fig. 66) and 1 (right plot in Fig. 66).
For a re-emission coefficient of 1 the pressure exceeds
acceptable values already for desorption rates η < 1. For a
re-emission coefficient of 0 η can be larger than 2 and the
vacuum is still stable. The real coefficient should be closer
to 0 according to [51]. Due to special surface treatments
of the vacuum chambers very low desorption rates η can
be achieved. The Beta-Beam Operation with 18Ne10+ ions
in the Decay Ring could be feasible when the low energy
desorption rates can be reduced accordingly.
Assuming a desorption rate η = 2.7, Fig. 67 shows
the dependence of the pressure evolution on the starting
pressure. Under this condition the residual pressure in the
Decay Ring stabilizes at sufficiently low pressure values,
as long as the surface temperature of the cold arcs stays
below 16 K. The temperature dependence is identical to
the dependence observed for 6He2+.
The interactions of the beam with residual gas par-
ticles and their effect on the pressure evolution inside
the Decay Ring have been investigated using the program
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Fig. 67. The figure shows the pressure evolution for 18Ne10+
assuming a desorption rate of η = 2.7 and a re-emission coef-
ficient of 0. The temperature was set to T = 10 K.
StrahlSim. The simulations show, that during Decay Ring
operation with 6He2+ the pressure does not exceed critical
values as long as the temperature of the cold surfaces in
the arcs is less than approximately 16 K. The dependence
on the starting pressure is rather weak. For all considered
values of 10−12, 10−11 and 10−10 mbar the equilibrium
pressure stays below 10−8 mbar.
For 18Ne10+ there is a massive pressure build up due
to ionization of residual gas particles induced by the cir-
culating beam. This effect was already observed in the
simulations done for the SPS. Only for small values of
the desorption rate of about η < 3 combined with a re-
emission coefficient close to '0, the residual gas pressure
in the Decay Ring stabilizes at sufficient pressure values
below 10−8 mbar, as long as the surface temperature of
the cold arcs stays below 16 K. Low desorption rates, even
below 1, have been observed and can be achieved by spe-
cial surface treatments [51]. For Beta-Beam operation such
low values have to be assured.
9 Conclusion
A summary has been made of a conceptual design report
on a CERN/EURISOL baseline scenario for the Beta-
Beam facility. The study focused on the accelerator chain,
which incorporates some of the existing CERN infrastruc-
ture. Particular attention was paid to the RCS and Decay
Ring machines that are not part of the latter. An original
stacking mechanism has been proposed in the Decay Ring
involving off-momentum injection and novel RF gymnas-
tics to accumulate ions in longitudinal phase space with
minimal emittance dilution. The resultant high stack in-
tensities present their own problems and detailed studies
have been made of momentum collimation in the Decay
Ring and of beam loss, dynamic vacuum and radiation
protection issues throughout the accelerator chain. In ad-
dition, since the stack comprises only a small number of
bunches, transient beam loading is a major issue for the
RF systems of the Decay Ring. A conceptual approach to
counteract this has been proposed, but further study is re-
quired. Even with stacking there remains pressure on ion
production rates and methods to improve these have been
investigated within other tasks of the EURISOL design
study.
From the outset, this study has been based as far as
possible on known technology. Nevertheless, the challenge
of unprecedented neutrino production rates has produced,
for example, a new stacking process and an open-midplane
superconducting magnet design. The combination of the
novel with the tried-and-tested - underscored by the use
of existing CERN machines - has allowed that challenge
to be addressed without compromising the chances of con-
verting the conceptual design into a technical one. Further
work is now required on the outstanding issues of the pro-
duction rate of 18Ne and of radiation protection in the
decay ring.
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